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user interaction 
design & review



today’s goals

criteria for usability 
give you a deeper & broader understanding 
what you’re trying to achieve 

usability heuristics 
rules of thumb you can apply 
a shortcut to expertise



criteria



ease of use



easy to use

learnable efficient error-tolerant



example: signatures in Apple Preview

learnable? yes, as good as it gets

efficient? yes, but not very flexible

error-tolerant? yes, feedback as you position it



example: car radio presets

learnable? not really: who would guess?

efficient? yes, perfect

error-tolerant? unless you lean on a button



example: dropbox deletion

learnable? yes, but might not mean what you think

efficient? yes, just click a button

error-tolerant? no: deletes other users’ copies too!



learnability vs efficiency

time

po
w

er
professional 

photo editing 
application 

(eg, Photoshop)

easy to use 
photo editing 

application 
(eg, Pixlr)



pleasantness



example: pleasantness in architecture

Ryōan-ji, Kyoto

http://www.ryoanji.jp/


example: the light phone

“A credit card-sized cell phone designed to be used as little 
as possible. The Light Phone is your phone away from 

phone.”



amber case: calm tech evangelist

require least attention possible 
communicate without noise 

respect social norms 
minimal technology needed 

use the periphery



safety



what’s safety for?

regular products
safety-critical products



interlocks, not just messages

Heathrow Airport



an infusion pump

Thimbleby et al: http://cs.swan.ac.uk/~csharold/health/



an FDA recall

Infusion pumps, including the Baxter Colleague 
models, have been the source of persistent safety 

problems. In the past five years, the FDA has 
received more than 56,000 reports of adverse 

events associated with the use of infusion pumps. 
Those events have included serious injuries and 

more than 500 deaths. 

FDA Recall notice (2010) 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/
Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/

ucm210664.htmd

“ ”

http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm210664.htmd
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm210664.htmd
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm210664.htmd


more designs that killed people

dose = 2Ddose = D

Panama City Hospital, 2001 
Multidata therapy planning system kills 18 

patients

PLUGR, Afghanistan 2001



blaming the user

Managers are now aware of the problem of entering zero into database 
fields and are trained to bypass a bad data field and change the value... 
ships do go dead in the water... People sometimes make mistakes and 

systems break. The trick is we have trained our crew... 
— Commanding Officer, USS Yorktown

USS Yorktown, 1997



security



anecdote: my bad password

8 character UNIX limit: truncated after this

my password: 

sergeantpepper1967

From: "TIG" <help@MIT.EDU>
Date: October 13, 2008 11:04:08 AM EDT
To: "'Daniel Jackson'" <dnj@csail.mit.edu>

Subject: your password

We recently ran a password checker to evaluate 
passwords of all CSAIL users, and your password was 
readily broken. Please choose a new password ASAP...

mailto:dlevenso@MIT.EDU
mailto:dnj@mit.edu


a common password policy

is this a good policy?

  
ACTION REQUIRED TO RETAIN ACCESS TO 

APPLICATIONS VIA THE INTERNET 
SUCH AS EMAIL, WEB SITES AND REMOTE DIAL UP 

  
Company provides the ability to access various applications 
via a Company ID and password. Your password expires 
every 75 days. 

 
This reminder is being sent as it has been 60 days since 

your last password change. 
  

If you do not change your password within the next 15 
days, your password will expire and you will lose access 

to company applications.

From: admin@company.com  
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2011 
4:43 PM 
To: consultants 
Subject: your passwords 
  
I have updated all the passwords 
for you. 

New Password:  Company1 
IDs affected: jackson, smith, doe

how the company worked around it

mailto:alanna.childers@accenture.com
mailto:dlevenso@MIT.EDU?subject=


almost all security attacks begin with social engineering

linked.com

Alice wants 
to connect 
on LinkedIn

user+password

linkedin.com

user+password

code

code code

session token

session token

session token

note the URL!



accessibility



red-green colorblindness

affects  8% of men



example: colorblindness

simulated with SEE Chrome plugin



web accessibility guidelines

provide text alternatives to images

offer captioning of video content

keyboard accessible

See: Web Accessibility Initiative, http://www.w3.org/WAI

http://www.w3.org/WAI


lessons

ease of use: conflicting goals 
pleasantness: we’re not machines 
safety: usability means constraints 
security from usability & usable security 
accessibility: important & beneficial to all



physical linguistic conceptual

concrete abstract

levels of UX design



physical 
level



concerns of the physical level

da vinci maniphone

design of interface human characteristics

touch, sight, sound

where to put buttons 
when to show progress bar 

what colors to use 
when to rely on recall

time to move mouse?  
perception of delay? 
sensitivity of the eye? 

memory capacity?



fitts’s law

heuristic 
make features 
close & large

time to move to target T = a + b.log(D/W + 1) 
reaction time a is fixed 

moving time depends on ‘index of difficulty’ D/W

for demos, see http://fww.few.vu.nl/hci/interactive/fitts/ 
and http://simonwallner.at/ext/fitts/

http://fww.few.vu.nl/hci/interactive/fitts/


example: closing app on iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psR7JQ3t460


example: powerpoint selection

click here to 
select box

click anywhere in 
here to edit text



discussion: windows vs mac

“On Windows the menu bar is right there, no need to 
move your eye to another part of the screen.” 

An online argument. Is he right? What does Fitts’s Law say?



applying fitt: windows vs mac

the Mac menu is a bit further away, 
but it effectively has infinite size, so 

it’s much quicker to locate



perceptual fusion

heuristics 
avoid delays > 0.1s 

for longer, show progress

an early flipbook

stimuli within 100ms are fused 
less than this feels instantaneous

progress bar



gestalt principles of grouping

heuristic 
use visual layout 

to convey structureusername

password
username

password

USER

password



example: Massachusetts tax payments site

https://mtc.dor.state.ma.us



example: aggregate actions in Google groups



mapping

from: Donald Norman, The Design of Everyday Things

heuristic 
make layout consistent 

with function





situational context

a breadcrumb from http://www.loc.gov

filters from http://www.loc.gov

tabs from Adobe Lightroom

heuristic 
make user’s location 

(and state) visible
pagination

http://www.loc.gov


anticipation & context

heuristic 
put items together that user is 

expected to need; make 
available actions appropriate for 

context



accelerators

heuristic 
provide accelerators for 

expert users

Textmate shortcuts

Google search bar autocompletion

Gmail aggregation



discussion: accelerators

what other accelerators have you used? 
which work well? which are learnable?



short paths

heuristic 
minimize steps to reach 

common functions

New York Times: weather on front page

home

local

weather

politics business

...



recognition vs. recall

heuristic 
let the user recognize 

not have to remember!

Unix shell: have to recall command and 
options to list directory by modification date

Mac finder: just have to recognize 
symbol for organize, and then 

recognize selector for modification 
date



linguistic 
level



names matter

heuristics 
pick names for concepts 

& actions carefully!

Wed, Oct 12

8:00 PM - 8:30 PM 
Host: Arvind Satyanarayan  
Meeting ID: 973 8730 6219

Meeting with Arvind

Meeting ID: 973 8730 4444
My Personal Meeting

2:30 PM - 4:00 PM 
Host: Daniel Jackson  
Meeting ID: 973 8730 6220

6.1040 Lecture

MY UPCOMING EVENTS

MY MEETINGS ⊕

⊕

Host: Daniela Rus 
Meeting ID: 973 1234 0095

CSAIL Seminar



speak the user’s language

heuristics 
use simple terms 

word very carefully 
never blame the user

a helpful and informative message

infamous HP printer error



crash messages

Windows blue screen of death

Commodore Amiga crash

early Apple Macintosh crash



consistent naming & icons

heuristic 
be consistent; 

same name or symbol for a 
concept or action

icons shown in Google Drive, c. 2020

consistency 
across 

application, 
platform, 
domain

2022



cross-platform consistency

why is ‘History’ greyed out?

lesson 
beware of violating 

conventions





parts of speech

heuristic 
use verbs/nouns for 
actions/queries, and 

be consistent



information scent

target.comamazon.com

heuristic 
use ‘scent’ to aid 

information ‘foraging’

http://target.com


has Apple 
gone rogue?



invisible controls



about about

scrollbar invisible 
until activated

window size 
cannot be adjusted



ambivalent scrollbars



what are you waiting for?



https://www.fastcodesign.com/3053406/how-apple-is-giving-design-a-bad-name



let’s evaluate 
some websites!



art.yale.edu



csail.mit.edu

http://csail.mit.edu




not 
just 

GUIs!



mv
$ ls 
a b d 
$ mv d c 
$ ls 
a b c 

$ mv a b 
$ ls 
b c 

$ mv b c 
$ ls 
c 
$ ls c 
b

mv = rename

mv = clobber

mv = move

$ ls 
f1.c f2.c … f1.o f2.o … 
$ rm  *>o 
$ ls 

$ ls 
a b c d 
$ mv a *  
$ ls 
* b c d 
$ rm * 
$ ls 

look at where > 
is on keyboard

file called *

See: The Unix Hater’s Handbook

which criteria and 
principles are 
violated here?



takeaways

heuristics offer 
codification of knowledge 
basis for critique 
a systematic approach 

but remember 
no rules are perfect 
must be applied thoughtfully 
surprises always possible!

cheatsheet for heuristic evaluation of user interfaces / 61040, software studio
criteria physical linguistic

learnability fitt’s law speak user’s language

can users learn quickly and easily? how quick to point? not developer’s language

efficiency perceptual fusion consistency

can experts work fast and efficiently? respect human perception of time are names, icons etc consistent?

error tolerance gestalt principles recognition vs. recall

are user errors mitigated? convey structure by visual layout reduce recall burden on user

pleasantness mapping information scent

is the app pleasant to use? layout interface to match function provide hints for navigation

safety situational context

is it safe? provide features appropriate to context

security accelerators

are privacy and integrity ensured? allow quick access to common features

accessibility typography

usable by everyone? readable text, accessible & effective color
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